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The relative contributions of various physical factors to producing non-Rayleigh distributions of
echo magnitudes in a waveguide are examined. Factors that are considered include (1) a stochastic,
range-dependent sound-speed profile, (2) a directional acoustic source, (3) a variable scattering
response, and (4) an extended scattering volume. A two-way parabolic equation model, coupled
with a stochastic internal wave model, produces realistic simulations of acoustic propagation
through a complex oceanic sound speed field. Simulations are conducted for a single frequency
(3 kHz), monostatic sonar with a narrow beam (5 3 dB beam width). The randomization of the
waveguide, range of propagation, directionality of the sonar, and spatial extent of the scatterers
each contribute to the degree to which the echo statistics are non-Rayleigh. Of critical importance
are the deterministic and stochastic processes that induce multipath and drive the one-way acoustic
pressure field to saturation (i.e., complex-Gaussian statistics). In this limit predictable statistics of
echo envelopes are obtained at all ranges. A computationally low-budget phasor summation
can successfully predict the probability density functions when the beam pattern and number of
scatterers ensonified are known quantities. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4881925]
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I. INTRODUCTION
The physical complexities of a shallow water environ-
ment directly impact active acoustic measurement systems
including both military and scientific sonar systems. An
understanding of how this complex environment affects
echo statistics can aid operators in predicting sonar perform-
ance, lead to more realistic simulations for use in training so-
nar operators, and help researchers develop automated
discriminators that could filter clutter (i.e., non-target
echoes) from echoes of interest in sonar data. In addition to
military applications, the interpretation of echoes from
aggregations of scatterers observed on horizontal-looking
sonar systems has applications to biologic surveys,1–6 where
species discrimination and abundance estimation are of
interest. Understanding the acoustic response of each of the
various complexities that exist in shallow water is crucial to
predicting and interpreting echo statistics in these regions.
The intent of this study is to quantify the effects of various
environmental, sonar system, and scatterer characteristics on
the statistics of long-range (i.e., much greater than the water
depth) echoes from scatterers in the water column.
For mid-frequency (i.e., 1 to 9 kHz) horizontal-looking
sonar systems operating at long-ranges, the ocean is a wave-
guide trapping sound energy between the pressure release
boundary at the surface and a penetrable bottom. The wave-
guide is characterized by many factors that can be
subdivided into deterministic and stochastic factors. To first
order, the deterministic factors affecting the echo statistics
are: (1) The average water column sound-speed profile
(SSP) and (2) large-scale bathymetric features. Stochastic
factors can include (1) sound-speed perturbations in the
water column [such as those caused by internal waves
(IWs)], (2) small-scale bottom roughness, and (3) surface
roughness.
An extensive amount of work has been conducted on
model development of acoustic scattering by compact objects
in an ocean waveguide including the widely-used normal-
mode-,7,8 transition-matrix-,9–12 and parabolic-equation13
(PE)-based approaches. Much of the analysis associated
with waveguide scattering has focused on scattering by an
individual or a few compact shapes in deterministic wave-
guides of varying levels of complexity including:
Homogeneous waveguides,14–16 plane-layered (range-
independent) waveguides,7,8,10,17–20 depth-dependent water
column properties,11,21 and homogeneous water column prop-
erties with range-dependent boundaries.18,21,22 The impor-
tance of factors such as refractive effects of the waveguide
and a range-dependent bottom are illustrated in Ref. 21
where, for example, echo levels are shown to vary by up to
10 dB at 20 km in a refractive (depth-dependent) environment
compared with a homogeneous water column for a vertically
extended scatterer.
A further complexity of the waveguide, that of fluctuat-
ing material properties, has long been appreciated with
respect to one-way propagation (e.g., see Refs. 23 and 24).
However, the effects of a fluctuating waveguide on echo
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statistics has garnered attention only more recently.25,26
Andrews et al. investigate multiple scattering and attenua-
tion by aggregations of fish in a random waveguide in terms
of both the magnitudes of these effects and the regimes
where they may be significant.25 Notably, these studies
model the sound speed fluctuations as a random draw of
observed SSPs rather than incorporating a coherent sound
speed field—an advance incorporated in this study.
In addition to the waveguide, characteristics of the
acoustic system (i.e., the source and receiver) can affect the
echo statistics. For a broadband system, the range resolution
and, hence, the number of scatterers ensonified, is a function
of bandwidth. Since the number of scatterers simultaneously
ensonified affects the echo statistics, these statistics are a
function of bandwidth. Source and receiver beam patterns
(BPs) can also be important factors. In the case of scatterers
randomly located in the main lobe of a directional acoustic
beam, the BP value applied to each scatterer becomes a sta-
tistical quantity. This has been shown to have a significant
effect on the distribution of echo envelopes (i.e., the magni-
tude of the complex pressure at the receiver) for scatterers in
a direct-path geometry.27 Furthermore, in a study on bound-
ary reverberation for a horizontal-looking sonar system,
LePage predicts a shift in the shape parameter of the K distri-
bution (away from Rayleigh) associated with the beamform-
ing process of a vertical receiver array.28 The influence of a
narrow BP (in both elevation and azimuth) on the distribu-
tion of echo envelopes is a first-order effect not believed to
have been previously quantified for water-column scatterers
ensonified in a waveguide.
Finally, the scatterer itself can have several characteris-
tics, both deterministic and stochastic, that affect the echo
statistics. Characteristics such as shape and location may be
well known (e.g., a rock outcropping) or may be highly vari-
able or even random in time and space (e.g., a mobile school
of fish with a time-varying morphology).29 Depending on the
ratio of the acoustic wavelength to the scatterer size and the
scatterer shape, the scattering object may have a directional
BP (e.g., large fish or marine mammals at high frequencies)
or an isotropic point-scatterer-like BP (e.g., swim bladder-
bearing fish at frequencies near resonance). In the former
case, the degree to which the scatterer is randomly oriented
will directly affect the echo statistics.30 The scattering
response may also have a stochastic component related to the
size and distribution of scatterers simultaneously ensonified.
This factor is a function of the volume of the sonar resolution
cell and the number of individual scattering objects within
that cell. For example, the echo from a single object with
fixed orientation may have a delta-function probability den-
sity function (PDF); whereas, the echo from many closely
spaced scatterers of similar scattering amplitude, but random
phase, would tend toward Rayleigh-distributed envelopes.
Finally, the spatial extent of the scatterer may affect the echo
statistics depending on the degree to which it spans different
parts of the waveguide as demonstrated in this article.
In this study, echo statistics from aggregations of scat-
terers located in the water column of an oceanic waveguide
are analyzed over a wide range of conditions through both
numerical and analytical methods. The scatterers are
ensonified by long-range directional mid-frequency sonar.
The various effects associated with the waveguide, sonar,
and scatterers are studied both in isolation and collectively,
namely (1) the source directionality and BP, (2) the depth-
dependent SSP, (3) random sound-speed perturbations like
those caused by IWs, (4) the waveguide response, and (5)
the acoustic response and spatial distribution of the scatterer
itself. Although many complexities are not accounted for
(e.g., broadband waveforms, surface roughness, etc.), this
analysis provides a basis for the interpretation of observa-
tions and for evaluating other physical and system factors
that might affect the echo statistics.
In contrast to Refs. 25 and 26 which focus on the first
two moments of intensity statistics (key to determining
abundance from acoustic assessments of fish stocks), the in-
terest here extends to the higher-order moments of amplitude
statistics. Echo magnitude PDFs calculated in this study, and
particularly the high amplitude, low probability tail of these
distributions, directly apply to probabilities of false alarm in
target detection calculations. These PDFs are compared, in
some key cases, with the K distribution, an empirically vali-
dated method commonly used in describing echo statistics in
long-range sonar applications, particularly bottom reverbera-
tion (e.g., see Ref. 31 and references within).
Advances in the approach presented here are threefold.
First, echo statistics are examined in a fluctuating waveguide
where the sound speed perturbations are modeled as an
empirically-based, spatially coherent sound-speed gradient
within a diffuse IW field. This portrays the smooth transition
of waveguide properties in both depth and range in contrast
to Ref. 25 which involves a random draw of observed SSPs.
Second, the effects on echo magnitude PDFs of a narrow BP
in both azimuth and elevation are analyzed and predictions
are made with a simple numerical model. This is an effect
that had been quantified, previously, only for the direct path
case. Finally, the effects on the echo distributions of varying
the horizontal spatial extent of an aggregation in a stochastic
waveguide are shown both analytically and through numeri-
cal calculations.
The primary simplifications incorporated in this
research are the use of continuous wave (CW) theory and the
assumption of first-order scattering with no extinction. The
latter assumptions are made due to the narrow range of
circumstances where higher-order scattering and extinction
have been shown to be relevant.25,32 Specifically, for the
region that inspired this modeling study, the numerical den-
sity of fish is low enough throughout the area that extinction
is negligible and effects of multiple scattering are not signifi-
cant.33 Finally, although this research does not explicitly
treat frequency modulated sources, the first-order effects
illustrated here are applicable to narrowband systems where
the CW assumption is applied to overlapping echoes
received within the inverse bandwidth of the signal.34
This article is organized as follows. Section II describes
theory and applications for four analytic models of echo
magnitude PDFs used in this study. Section III describes a
two-way PE model and the method by which IW-induced
sound-speed perturbations are incorporated into that model.
Additionally, this section describes a phasor summation (PS)
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method used to generate echo statistics in this study. Echo
statistics of scatterers randomly located in depth in a simple,
deterministic waveguide are described in Sec. IV, while sta-
tistics of echoes in a waveguide with IWs is presented in
Sec. V. The issue of thin layers of scatterers in a waveguide
with IWs is discussed in Sec. VI. Sections VII and VIII have
discussion and concluding remarks, respectively.
II. PDFS ASSOCIATEDWITH ACOUSTIC
BACKSCATTER
Many acoustic reverberation studies have focused on
identifying candidate analytical PDFs to characterize echoes
from objects in the water column. An echo PDF can be sen-
sitive to characteristics of the scatterer, the environment, the
ensonifying system, and even processing techniques used to
extract echoes from the data. In this paper comparisons are
made between numerical model predictions and two distri-
butions that have been commonly used to characterize sonar
echoes: The Rayleigh and the K distributions. Additionally,
comparisons are made with analytical, physics-based echo
PDFs for three general cases: (1) An arbitrary number of
scatterers in a waveguide, (2) scatterers in a waveguide enso-
nified by a directional sonar—where waveguide effects are
incorporated into an existing physics-based, direct-path
theory, and (3) spatially extended aggregations of scatterers
in a waveguide—a newly developed theory.
A. Rayleigh distribution
A zero-mean complex Gaussian distribution arises in
the limit of an infinite sum of statistically independent sig-
nals with identically distributed amplitudes and phases that
are uniformly distributed over the interval 2p. In this limit
the resultant field is often termed saturated where the signal
envelope is Rayleigh distributed yielding a scintillation
index (SI) value, according to Eq. (B1), of 1. A Rayleigh
PDF is a single parameter distribution of the form
pXðxÞ ¼
x
h2
ex
2=2h2 ; x  0; (1)
where pðÞ indicates the PDF of the subscripted (and capi-
talized) random variable over the values listed in parenthe-
sis. The parameter h is related to the root-mean-square
(rms) value by the relation hX2i1=2 ¼ ﬃﬃﬃ2p h. This distribu-
tion was observed in early studies of volume reverberation
where the echo envelopes of a high frequency acoustic sys-
tem were Rayleigh distributed.35 For a military sonar sys-
tem the Rayleigh distribution has become the benchmark
for determining the likelihood that a scatterer (or collec-
tion of scatterers) will cause a false-alarm. Echoes from
non-targets that have an envelope PDF with an elevated,
high amplitude tail when compared with this distribution
can be considered clutter.36,37 Similarly, in scientific stud-
ies, deviations from the Rayleigh distribution contain im-
portant information on the scatterer of interest.38 All echo
envelope distributions modeled in this study are, therefore,
compared with a Rayleigh distribution to measure the
contribution of specific parameters toward any deviation
from this benchmark.
B. K distribution
The K distribution has been widely used in both radar
and sonar theory for describing echo envelopes. This distri-
bution has been used to model the high amplitude tail of
PDFs of echoes envelopes from seafloor reverberation
as well as shipwrecks.31,39 This two-parameter PDF is given
by
pXðxÞ ¼
4ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kk
p
CðakÞ
xﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kk
p
 ak
Kak1
2xﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kk
p
 
; x 0; (2)
where K is a modified Bessel function of the second kind, C
is a Gamma function, and the two free parameters are ak, a
shape parameter, and kk, a scale parameter. The shape
parameter, which is related to the number of scatterers in the
beam,40 has often been used as a proxy for the likelihood of
a false alarm. As the shape parameter increases, the K distri-
bution tends toward a Rayleigh distribution. A low shape
parameter represents a higher probability of false alarm.
C. Aggregation of scatterers with random phases
in a frozen waveguide (no beam pattern)
It is known that when the magnitude of a signal is
Rayleigh distributed the PDF of the intensity will follow an
exponential distribution (i.e., a chi-square distribution with
two-degrees of freedom).41 However, an exponential distri-
bution can also arise in the echo envelopes (i.e., the square
root of intensity) associated with a single scatterer in a ran-
dom waveguide as will be shown in this section. Consider
the case of a monostatic, omni-directional sonar ensonifying
an isotropic (monopole) scatterer. In this case, under the fro-
zen ocean approximation where the waveguide does not
change during the propagation of the signal, the pressure at
the receiver is expected to be proportional to the square of
the pressure at the scatterer due to reciprocity
pr / p2s : (3)
Given a known statistical nature of the pressure field at
the scatterer location, this relationship makes it possible to
deduce the statistics at the receiver for some simple cases.
For a random location in depth or delay time the pressure
field at some scatterer can be represented as a complex ran-
dom variable
Ps ¼ X þ iY (4)
with an envelope of Es ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
X2 þ Y2p . For the case of N inter-
fering scatterers with fixed scattering responses, Eq. (4) can
be substituted into Eq. (3) and summed over all contributing
scatterers to give the pressure at a receiver of a monostatic
system
Pr ¼
XN
n¼1
Xn þ iYnð Þ2: (5)
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The envelope at the receiver is then given as
Er ¼
XN
n¼1
X2n  Y2n
 !2
þ
XN
n¼1
2XnYn
 !224
3
5
ð1=2Þ
; (6)
which conveniently reduces, for the case of N ¼ 1, to
Er ¼ X2 þ Y2 ¼ E2s : (7)
An important application of this result is in the case of a
single scatterer located in a waveguide. At some range, rsat, it is
assumed that the pressure field becomes saturated by
interference of the forward-scattered acoustic wave. At this
range the real and complex parts of the pressure field, X and Y,
are uncorrelated Gaussian random variables and the envelope,
Es, is Rayleigh distributed. According to Eq. (7), then, the enve-
lope at the receiver is the square of a Rayleigh random variable
which is an exponential random variable with a PDF given by
pErðxÞ ¼
1
b
ex=b; x  0; (8)
where b ¼ hEri.
D. Aggregation of scatterers in a directional sonar
beam (direct path and waveguide cases)
Combining the work of Ehrenberg et al.42,43 and
Barakat,44 Chu and Stanton27 provide an analytical model
for the echo statistics of a finite number of isotropic scatter-
ers, each with an arbitrary scattering response and each ran-
domly located within a directional sonar beam [see Eqs. (2),
(3), and (19) of Ref. 27]. In contrast to the K distribution, in
which the parameters must be estimated from observations
(see, for example, Abraham and Lyons),45 the Chu-Stanton
theory is physics-based and, therefore, predictive given
some knowledge about the sonar system and the scatterers.
This theory was developed for the case of a direct-path envi-
ronment in which echoes from boundaries (sea surface and
seafloor) do not overlap with the echoes of interest.
This theory has shown that, under important conditions,
the BP will cause a strongly non-Rayleigh echo PDF. These
conditions include the case of a narrow BP or few scatterers
even when the scatterer itself has a Rayleigh-distributed
scattering response. In the present study it is seen that BP
effects are important under similar conditions in a wave-
guide and that the Chu-Stanton theory can be applied in this
case with two key modifications. First, the distribution of BP
values for a random position of the scatterer in the beam, [pB
of Eq. (19) in Ref. 27], is determined for a uniform distribu-
tion of positions that is limited to a narrow, nonsingular
range in depression-elevation (DE) and the full range in azi-
muth. This “BP PDF,” which can be determined numeri-
cally, accounts for the preferential propagation of low-angle
energy in the waveguide, which is subject to less attenuation
from interactions with the seafloor than energy radiated at
high angles from the source. Second, the PDF of the enve-
lope of the scattering response for each scatterer [psn of
Eq. (19) in Ref. 27] is replaced by psw, the envelope PDF
for the combined scatterer and waveguide response, !n. The
term !n is discussed in more detail in Sec. III C when
describing the phasor summation method with Eq. (16). For
example, in the special case of a delta-function scatterer in a
saturated waveguide, psw is given by Eq. (8).
E. Aggregations of scatterers with varying spatial
extents in a frozen waveguide (no beam pattern)
A spatially compact aggregation of a large number of
scatterers, all with similar scattering amplitudes (e.g., a small
school of uniformly sized fish), induces a free-field scattering
response that, when taking the modulus, is Rayleigh distrib-
uted38 and is termed here a Rayleigh scatterer. For direct path
calculations, such a scatterer can be efficiently modeled by a
single point scatterer with a Rayleigh distributed response
(e.g., see Ref. 27). However, in a waveguide the echo at long
ranges is sensitive to the spatial extent of the scatterer leading,
in some cases, to a distribution of echo envelopes that is
strongly non-Rayleigh before considering BP effects. An ex-
planation of this sensitivity can be shown using a transfer func-
tion model for the echo distribution as described below.
Let the frequency response of the one-way path in the
waveguide, when randomly sampled at some location, ~R, be
defined as a random variable in phasor notation as
Hðf; ~RÞ ¼ H0ðf; ~RÞeiUðf; ~RÞ; (9)
where both the slowly varying magnitude of the waveguide
response, H0, and the phase, U, are dependent upon fre-
quency, f, and a location in the waveguide. The envelope of
the echo as measured at the receiver, also a random variable,
is then given as
Er ¼
sðfÞX
Ns
n¼1
H20ðf; ~RnÞe2iUðf; ~RnÞ
; (10)
where sðfÞ is the source amplitude and Ns is a large number
of point scatterers that contribute to a single Rayleigh scat-
terer. These point scatterers, each with the same fixed scat-
tering response (unity in this case), are located randomly at
positions ~Rn within some scattering volume centered at ~Rv.
The waveguide response has been squared based on reci-
procity of the acoustic paths for an omnidirectional source
and a point scatterer and assuming the waveguide is fixed
during the period of propagation as discussed in Sec. II C.
When the scattering volume is small compared with
some correlation length of the waveguide intensity field, H0
is considered independent of the location within the scatter-
ing volume yielding
Er ’ sðfÞH20ðf; ~RvÞ
X
Ns
n¼1
e2iUðf; ~RnÞ
: (11)
Assuming the scattering volume is at least one-half of an
acoustic wavelength in size, so that U is uniformly distrib-
uted over an interval of at least p, the magnitude of the sum-
mation is a Rayleigh random variable by the central limit
theorem (CLT). Then, for the case of a complex-Gaussian
distributed pressure field (i.e., a saturated environment)
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where H20 is exponentially distributed, as shown in Sec. II C,
the envelopes of the echoes are characterized by the distribu-
tion of the product of an exponential random variable and a
Rayleigh random variable. However, when the scattering
volume is large, H0 cannot be considered independent of
the location of each point scatterer. Then, in the case of a
saturated environment, the summation in Eq. (10) is over Ns
independent and identically distributed random variables,
H2; and Er becomes a Rayleigh random variable by the
CLT.
III. NUMERICAL METHODS
This study utilizes a two-way PE model and an empiri-
cally validated IW model for predicting echoes in a realistic
oceanic environment. These models are used to calculate
ensembles of echoes from which statistical distributions of
the echoes can be drawn. Modeling comparisons are made
with a computationally efficient phasor-summation based
model also described in the section. Model validation is con-
ducted, in part, by comparison with an analytical model
developed for direct path calculations of echo envelope
PDFs.
A. Two-way parabolic equation model
Predicting echo statistics in the ocean requires account-
ing for fluctuations in the waveguide and the scattering
response, as well as the details of the sonar system. The
approach taken here is to connect a range-dependent, two-
way PE-based propagation model with a free-field, point-
scatterer model.34 Unlike more sophisticated two-way PE
models which calculate the backscattered component along
the entire propagation path (see Ref. 47 and citations
therein), this application uses a one-way PE model to and
from the scatterer location. The numerical model, as imple-
mented in this study, is a single frequency, monostatic,
three-dimensional (3D) acoustic model using an N  2D
framework [i.e., a 3D environment modeled using N two-
dimensional (2D) vertical slices at varying azimuthal angles
from a source]. The major limitation of the N  2D method
is that out-of-plane propagation or scattering is not consid-
ered. It should be noted that the methods presented here can
be extended to broadband, bistatic cases with only minor
modification but with significant computational burden.
The model incorporates three major and somewhat inde-
pendent components: (1) A PE algorithm for propagation,
(2) a directional source field, and (3) a free-field scattering
model. The propagation component of the model is a
MATLAB-based derivative of the Range-dependent Acoustic
Model.48 For two-way propagation, the “frozen ocean”
approximation is made, where all environmental parameters
are considered stationary for the two-way travel duration of
the acoustic signal. The scattering model used in this study
is a point scatterer or collection of point scatterers repre-
sented in the PE algorithm as one or more omnidirectional
sources. This model is representative of scatterers that are
small compared to a wavelength and that scatter sound iso-
tropically (e.g., gas bubble near resonance.49) Finally, two
types of starter fields are used as initial conditions for the
propagation algorithm: (1) A directional field for the acous-
tic source and (2) an omnidirectional field at each scatterer.
For the forward-propagation problem an arbitrary directional
BP is modeled using the Fourier transform relationship
between the wavenumber and spatial domains.34 The starter
field for the back-propagation problem is modeled as a point
scatterer by taking the complex output of the PE algorithm,
wðf; rs; zsÞ, at the scatterer range, rs, and depth, zs, and
applying a weighting function, w, to produce an omnidirec-
tional BP,
wðf; r0; zÞ ¼ wðf; rs; zsÞFbswðf; zÞ: (12)
The function wðf; zÞ used in this application is the Greene’s
source, a weighted Gaussian function that is used as a starter
field for PE calculations requiring good wide-angle proper-
ties.50 The backscattering amplitude, Fbs, is either a constant
(i.e., Fbs  1) or a random variable drawn from a zero-mean
complex Gaussian distribution. The latter case, with a
Rayleigh distributed envelope, is used in cases of a Rayleigh
scatterer.
B. Internal wave model
1. Sound-speed perturbations due to diffuse IWs
It is well known that diffuse, random fields of internal
waves are present in the world’s oceans, including stratified
continental shelf regions,51 and that these IWs are described
to first order by the Garrett-Munk IW spectrum.52 IW
induced sound speed fluctuations are modeled in this study
using the Garrett-Munk spectrum parameterized to fit
shallow water observations. The mean square fractional
sound-speed variability is given by
hlðzÞ2i ¼ hdc2i=c20 ¼
f20
c20
n0
nBðzÞ
dc
dz
 2
p
; (13)
where c is the sound speed in meters per second (m/s), f0
is a reference displacement in meters, c0 is a reference
sound speed, and n0 is a reference buoyancy frequency of
5:24 103 radians per s (3 cycles per hour). Finally, the
potential sound-speed gradient with depth, ðdc=dzÞp, is given
in s1 and is based on a potential temperature profile.
The Brunt-Vaisala frequency, nB, is given by
n2BðzÞ ¼ 
g
qwðzÞ
@rTðzÞ
@z
; (14)
where g is the acceleration of gravity in m/s2, qw is the sea-
water density in kg/m3, and rT is the density anomaly with
the pressure reduced to atmospheric pressure in kg/m3.
2. Implementation of sound-speed perturbations in
the propagation model
A representative SSP, obtained during an experiment in
the Gulf of Maine in September of 2010, was fitted with a
Munk canonical profile53 following the form:
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cðzÞ ¼ cmin 1þ n gþ eg  1ð Þ½ ; (15)
where g ¼ 2ðz zaxisÞ=h0 and cmin ¼ 1472m=s is the mini-
mum sound speed located at zaxis ¼ 68m. Empirical parame-
ter values used to fit the observed profile are n ¼ 2:88
103 and h0 ¼ 48m. The resulting profile (Fig. 1, left
panel) is used as the unperturbed SSP for all simulations
incorporating depth and range dependent SSPs described in
this study. This particular profile is also used in another
modeling study in which the methods in this paper are
applied to scattering by fish in the Gulf of Maine.34
IW-induced perturbations to the analytic SSP were gen-
erated via the Colosi and Brown method54 using observed
profiles of buoyancy frequency, nBðzÞ, and potential sound-
speed gradient derived directly from the observed profile
(Fig. 2). Parameters used to model the IWs were: The num-
ber of IW modes, jmax ¼ 15, the mode bandwidth parameter,
j	 ¼ 1, and the reference IW displacement, f0 ¼ 6. These
parameters were selected to reasonably represent a shallow-
water IW field with a range-averaged, root-mean-squared
sound-speed perturbation, dcrms, of approximately 2 to 5m/s
in the main thermocline (Fig. 2).51 Finally, the sound-speed
perturbations, dcðrÞ, as a function of range, r, were added to
the analytic SSP in Eq. (15) and incorporated every 10m in
the propagation algorithm (Fig. 3). In the IW simulation a
total of 217 horizontal wavenumbers were used with a maxi-
mum wavenumber of 1/50m. These choices allow adequate
sampling of the spectrum as well as providing smooth sound
speed fluctuations in range.55
C. Phasor summation method for generating
echo PDFs
The distribution of complex echo amplitudes for N
scatterers with arbitrary scattering responses randomly
located in a directional beam can be determined using a
Monte Carlo simulation in which the BP values, scattering
amplitude, and phase are treated as random variables. The
echo magnitude PDF, pErðxÞ, is determined from the
normalized histogram of the echo envelopes, Er ¼ jPrj. This
numerical method is mathematically equivalent to solving
Eq. (3) of Ref. 27, which analytically describes the charac-
teristic function associated with the echo envelope distribu-
tion. Each realization of the simulation entails summing
N random phasors representing the sum of the complex
scattered acoustic field with wavenumber, k, from N scatter-
ers as measured at a receiver
Pr ¼
XN
n¼1
!n
2j~Rnj
BSnðHaz;HelÞBRn ðHaz;HelÞe2ikj~Rnj; (16)
where BSn and B
R
n represent the source and receiver BP weight-
ing, respectively, as a function of the random azimuth, Haz,
and DE, Hel, within an arbitrary beam. Points representing
individual scatterers or aggregations of scatterers are posi-
tioned randomly with a uniform density56 at ~Rn on a spherical
shell of thickness k=2, where k is the acoustic wavelength.
The stochastic term !n is the combined complex wave-
guide response and complex scattering amplitude for the nth
scatterer. In general, !n must be determined numerically;
however, two cases are presented in this study in which !n
is given in analytical form: (1) The case of a single, delta-
FIG. 1. Munk SSP fit to observed data, with and without IWs. Left panel
shows a shallow water SSP measured in the Gulf of Maine (42:08N,
68:18W) in September of 2010 truncated at 100m depth (solid line) and a
canonical Munk SSP fit to the measured data (gray dashed line in both pan-
els). Right panel shows a single realization of the same analytic Munk pro-
file perturbed by diffuse IWs (black dotted-dashed line) as predicted by an
empirically validated, shallow water IW model (Ref. 51).
FIG. 2. Observed water column profiles from 2010 Gulf of Maine cruise.
Buoyancy frequency and the derivative of potential sound speed with depth
(left and center panel, respectively). Modeled range-averaged, rms sound-
speed perturbation, dcrms ¼ c0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃhl2ip , using a reference sound speed, c0, of
1472m/s (right panel).
FIG. 3. A simulated realization of sound-speed perturbations due to diffuse,
broadband IWs in shallow water using an empirically validated model (Ref.
51).
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function scatterer in a saturated forward field, where !n is
the square of a complex Gaussian random variable following
Eq. (5), and (2) the case of an extended Rayleigh scatterer in
a saturated forward field, where the term !n is a zero-mean
complex Gaussian random variable (with a Rayleigh enve-
lope) as described in Sec. II E. In addition to this stochastic
term, waveguide effects are approximated, as described in
Sec. II D, by constraining the range of Hel narrowly about
the horizontal.
D. Statistical methods
PDFs were calculated using a Monte Carlo method for
two distinct cases: (a) The one-way propagation case which
considers envelopes (i.e., the magnitude) of the pressure field
at a fixed range and random depth and (b) the two-way prop-
agation case which considers the envelopes of the echoes
from one or more scatterers located at a fixed range and ran-
domly located in depth and azimuth. Details of statistical
methods used are given in Appendix A.
E. Validation of models in direct path geometry with
beam pattern effects
The Chu-Stanton theory27 was used to validate both the
two-way PE model and the numerical PS solution, Eq. (16). A
direct path (i.e., no boundary effects) scenario was used
for validation with N scatterers located within the main lobe
of a directional beam where N ¼ 1; 2; 3; 10. Given the
wide-angle limitation of the PE model (i.e., the model cannot
accurately predict acoustic propagation at very wide angles of
DE), limiting the beam to the main lobe provides a way to
benchmark the model. In this case the main lobe is defined by
the polar angle at which the main lobe decreases to the value
of the highest side lobe (hSL). Since the Chu-Stanton theory
applies to a sonar ensonifying scatterers in a direct path geom-
etry, the parameters for the two-way PE model were selected
to ensure boundary reflected echoes did not significantly inter-
fere with the direct path signal (Table I).
Results of these calculations showed excellent agree-
ment between all three models (Fig. 4). Due to the computa-
tionally intensive nature of the PE calculations, many fewer
Monte Carlo realizations, NMC, were used (NMC;PE¼ 1200)
than in the PS solution (NMC;PS ¼ 5 105) resulting in a
scatter of the PE results that is greater than that of the PS.
However, the results of the PE simulation still accurately
predict the increased probability in the high amplitude por-
tion of the PDF over a Rayleigh distribution (i.e., the heavy
tail of the PDF) in all cases.
IV. SIMULATIONS OF ECHOES FROM A SINGLE
SCATTERER IN A DETERMINISTIC WAVEGUIDE
Before proceeding to studies of more realistic scattering
scenarios, simple cases of increasing complexity involving a
deterministic waveguide are first presented. Four sets of
simulations were carried out using the numerical models
described in Sec. III. The first case, a single scatterer with a
constant, or delta function, scattering response (termed here
a delta-function scatterer) ensonified by a point source in a
Pekeris waveguide, provides a baseline for comparison with
models of greater complexity. Each subsequent case pre-
sented is then compared with this result to understand how
varying environmental conditions and sonar specifications
cause the echo statistics to deviate from this simple case.
These additional factors are: A depth-dependent SSP, a
directional sonar system, and an extended scatterer with a
variable scattering response. In the present cases, statistics
TABLE I. Model parameters simulating direct path geometry.
Parameter Value
Sonar system parameters
Source type circular pistona (ka ¼ 37:06)
Source depth (m) 1500
Frequency (kHz) 3
Receiver type circular pistona (ka ¼ 37:06)
Receiver depth (m) 1500
Scatterer parameters
range from sonar (m) 10006k=2
Location within beam limited to range ½0; hSL
Scattering response Rayleigh PDF
Environmental parameters
SSP (m/s) 1500 (constant)
Water depth (m) 3000
Bottom density ðkg=m3Þ 1000b
Bottom speed (m/s) 1500b
Bottom attenuation (dB/k) 200b
PE model parameters
range step (m) 5
Depth step (m) 0.05
# of Pade terms 4
aSource and receiver are co-located (monostatic).
bParameters simulate a transparent, highly absorbent bottom.
FIG. 4. (Color online) Predicted echo PDFs of various numbers of scatter-
ers, each with a Rayleigh distributed scattering amplitude, randomly located
in the main lobe of a directional sonar beam in a direct path geometry. The
sonar is a monostatic, circular piston with a 3 kHz source and 5 beam
widths (both transmit and receive). Asterisks are predictions using the two-
way PE simulation at a range of 1 km, gray solid line is numerical PS which
incorporates BP effects, black solid line is theoretical curve (Ref. 27), and
the dashed black line is a Rayleigh distribution. The PS and Chu-Stanton
theoretical curves are virtually identical masking much of the black solid
line. The number of scatterers, N, is given in the top right of each panel.
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are compiled by randomly positioning the scatterer in depth
at a fixed range.
A. Delta-function scatterer ensonified by an
omnidirectional source in a constant sound-speed
environment
In this section we consider the echo statistics associated
with a 3 kHz omnidirectional source ensonifying a single
delta-function scatterer randomly located in the water column
at a fixed range. In this case the water depth is 100m and has a
constant sound speed, and the source is located at 50m depth
(see Table II, case A for key model parameters). Though the
focus of this study is the PDF of the envelope of the echo from
a randomly located scatterer, the forward field should first be
considered. This outgoing acoustic field is characterized by a
highly structured interference pattern caused by multipath due
to multiple boundary reflections [Fig. 5(a)].
At 1 km range there is sufficient multipath interference
to yield a Rayleigh PDF for the one-way pressure field (Fig.
6; top panel). A Lilliefors test verifies these results: The
uncorrelated real and imaginary components of the pressure
distribution are compared, individually, with a normal distri-
bution (correlation coefficient, qcor ¼ 5:7 103; p-values:
preal=pimag: ¼ 2:23 101=8:90 102)—see Appendix A
for details of statistical methods used in this study.
Once the scattered signal travels back to the source, the
envelopes of the received echoes are exponentially distrib-
uted (p ¼ 0:35) as described by the theory in Sec. II C (Fig.
6; bottom panel).
B. Effects of a depth-dependent sound-speed profile
A significant amount of environmental realism can be
added to the model by incorporating a realistic SSP (see
Table II, case C). With a depth-dependent SSP, some of the
energy is trapped in the sound channel, a phenomenon that is
weakly detectable in a transmission loss plot [Fig. 5(b)]. The
statistics at two ranges are presented in this case—1 and
3.5 km (Fig. 7). The forward propagated pressure field, when
sampled at random depths, approaches a Rayleigh distribu-
tion. Unlike the constant sound-speed case, the one-way field
is not Rayleigh distributed by 1 km but does reach a
Rayleigh distribution by 3:5 km (qcor ¼ 2:47 102;
preal=pimag: ¼ 0:83=0:36). In the back-propagated case, the
TABLE II. Key modeling parameters used in numerical simulations. Parameters which were constant throughout all simulations include the source frequency:
3 kHz; bottom characteristics: density¼ 2000 kg/m3, sound speed¼ 1600m/s, and attenuation¼ 0.5 dB/wavelength; and PE modeling parameters: range
step¼ 1m, depth step¼ 0.025m, and number of Pade terms¼ 8.
Case A B C D E F G H
Source/receiver parameters
Source typea omni omni omni beam beam beam beam beam
Source depth 50m 50m 50m 50m 50m 10m 10m 10m
Receiver typeb omni omni omni omni omni omni omni omni
Receiver depth 50m 50m 50m 50m 50m 10m 10m 10m
Scatterer parameters
Locationc vertical plane vertical plane vertical plane on axis on axis on axis full-beam full-beam
Responsed delta Rayleigh delta delta delta delta delta Rayleigh
Environmental parameters
SSPe constant constant Munk fit Munk fit Munk fit Munk fit Munk fit Munk fit
IWsf no no no no yes yes yes yes
aThe source type is either omni-directional (omni) or a circular piston (ka ¼ 37:06) with a narrow beam (beam) and transmits at 3 kHz in all cases.
bThe receiver type is omni-directional (omni) in all cases.
cThe scatterer is either randomly located in DE at a fixed range from the source (vertical plane), randomly located in DE and azimuthally on axis of the main
lobe (on axis), or randomly located in DE and azimuth (full beam).
dThe scattering response denotes a scattering magnitude that is either fixed at unity (delta function) or Rayleigh distributed (Rayleigh).
eThe water column sound speed is either a constant 1500m/s (constant) or an analytical fit of a Munk SSP to an observed shallow water profile (Munk fit).
fA yes for IWs indicate that the SSP is perturbed every 10m with a shallow water IW model.
FIG. 5. Predicted transmission loss from a 3 kHz source located at 50m
depth in an oceanic waveguide with varying levels of complexity. (a) Omni-
directional source, constant SSP; (b) omni-directional source, canonical
Munk SSP; (c) directional source, Munk SSP; (d) directional source, Munk
SSP with IW perturbations. In (c) and (d) the directional source is a circular
piston (ka¼ 37.06) with a narrow beam (5 3 dB beam width).
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PDF of the echoes at the receiver is approaching an exponen-
tial as can be seen by the small Kullback-Leibler distances,
dKL (dKL ¼ 2:19 102 at 1 km; dKL ¼ 2:95 102 at
3.5 km) compared with that at 500m (dKL ¼ 4:75 102—
not shown). However, the PDF does not pass a statistical test
for an exponential distribution at either range modeled.
C. Effects of an elevation-dependent beam pattern
A key parameter affecting echo statistics is the sonar
BP.46 A directional source is modeled to emulate a circular
piston transducer with a wavenumber-radius product, ka, of
37:06 (see Table II, case D). This source produces an axi-
symmetric composite (two-way) BP with a narrow 5 3 dB
beam width at 3 kHz. In order to identify effects correspond-
ing only to the directionality of the beam in the vertical
plane, the scatterer in this simulation was randomly located
in depth, while remaining azimuthally on-axis. Thus, these
simulations are akin to a vertical line array with a BP that is
dependent upon DE, but constant in azimuth.
The most noticeable effect of the addition of the direc-
tional source is to produce a distinct shadow zone in the for-
ward pressure field as can be seen in the transmission loss
plot [Fig. 5(c)]. Simulations were conducted with a single
scatterer randomly located in depth within two separate
regions: (1) The shadow zone (0–40m depth) and (2) the
energetic zone (40–100m depth). At the ranges investigated
up to 9.5 km, only a weak range-dependence exists in the
echo statistics distributions (Fig. 8). All distributions broadly
resemble the exponential rather than the Rayleigh, but with
some notable deviations.
For scatterers positioned solely in the shadow zone, the
tails of the distributions are strongly non-Rayleigh and non-
exponential. However, the mean of the echo amplitudes is
very low in this scattering geometry so the PDFs here have
little practical value. In the energetic zone, the pressure field
at the scatterer does not reach a Rayleigh distribution at any
of the ranges simulated up to 9.5 km (4:61 102 
 dKL

 1:48 101—not shown). At the receiver, the echo PDFs
are initially (at a range to the scatterer of 500m) strongly
non-exponential (dKL ¼ 7:17 102), but become more
exponential-like at ranges from 3.5 to 9.5 km (2:65 102

 dKL 
 5:73 102). In all cases the distribution failed a
Lilliefors test for goodness of fit with an exponential distri-
bution. These results suggest that, at least at these short
ranges where much of the sound energy is coherently
refracted into the sound channel, the limited deterministic
multipath may not be sufficient to induce an exponential dis-
tribution as seen in case A with the omnidirectional source.
D. Scatterer of varying spatial extent with a variable
scattering response (Rayleigh scatterer)
The formulation in Sec. II E is validated through simula-
tions of spherical Rayleigh scatterers of varying radii located
in a complex-Gaussian distributed acoustic pressure field
FIG. 6. (Color online) Predicted PDFs associated with a 3 kHz omnidirec-
tional source at a depth of 50m ensonifying a single delta-function scatterer
randomly located in depth at a range of 1000m in a waveguide with a con-
stant SSP (case A, Table II). Top panel is the PDF of the magnitude of the
pressure field at the scatterers random location and the bottom panel is the
PDF of the echo envelope at the receiver. Lilliefors test p-values for com-
parison with the Rayleigh distribution (top panel) and the exponential distri-
bution (bottom panel) are given in the top right corner of each panel.
FIG. 7. (Color online) Predicted PDFs associated with a 3 kHz omnidirec-
tional source at a depth of 50m ensonifying a single scatterer randomly
located in depth at a range of 1000m (left two panels) and 3500m (right two
panels) in a waveguide with a canonical Munk SSP (case C, Table II). Top
two panels give the statistics of the magnitude of the pressure field at the
scatterers random location, while the bottom two panels give the statistics of
the echo envelope at the receiver. Lilliefors test p-values for comparison with
the Rayleigh distribution (top panels) and the exponential distribution
(bottom panel) are given in the bottom left corner of each panel. Kullback-
Leibler distances comparing model predictions with the exponential distribu-
tion, dKL, are given in the bottom left corner of the bottom panels.
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(see Table II, case B). Each Rayleigh scatterer is modeled
using 10 point scatterers uniformly distributed within a
sphere of a given radius, rV . A Monte Carlo simulation with
an omni-directional source and ten scatterers in a direct path
geometry shows that ten scatterers is sufficient to generate a
Rayleigh PDF (preal=pimag: ¼ 0:86=0:88—figure not shown).
To simulate Rayleigh scatterers of varying size, rV is varied
from 0.125m (a two-way travel distance across the scatterer
of 1 wavelength) to 4.0m (two-way travel of 32 wave-
lengths). Note the very small Rayleigh scatterers here, rV

 0:125 m, may not be representative of small, dense aggre-
gations where other effects, purposefully ignored in this
study, may be important (e.g., multiple scattering, attenua-
tion—as discussed in Sec. I). However, all cases can be
applied to individual scatterers with a ping-to-ping response
that is Rayleigh distributed (e.g., a randomly rough, ran-
domly oriented sphere).
Monte Carlo simulations were conducted comparing a
Rayleigh point target (i.e., an infinitesimally small scatterer
located at a single point with a magnitude drawn from a
Rayleigh distribution for each random instance) with a
Rayleigh scatterer of varying size (Fig. 9). All cases are
compared with the exponential distribution which arises
from a single delta-function scatterer in a complex-Gaussian
distributed pressure field as shown in Sec. IVA. In the case
of a very small radius, rV ¼ 0:125 m, the echo envelope dis-
tribution is exponential-like with a slightly heavier tail very
similar to the result of the Rayleigh point target. According
to the theory, the distribution in this case approaches the
product of an exponential and a Rayleigh random variable.
As the radius increases the distribution begins to approach a
Rayleigh distribution as predicted (dKL ¼ 7:14 102 for
r ¼ 2:0 m and 1:35 102 for r ¼ 4:0 m).
V. SIMULATIONS OF ECHOES FROM SINGLE AND
MULTIPLE SCATTERERS IN A RANDOMWAVEGUIDE
Stochastic ocean factors that are known to cause acous-
tic variability are small scale bottom roughness, surface
waves, and IWs. As a first attempt at simulating a realistic
FIG. 8. (Color online) Predicted echo PDFs associated with a 3kHz direc-
tional source at a depth of 50m ensonifying a single scatterer located azimu-
thally on axis and randomly in depth at various ranges in a waveguide with a
canonical Munk SSP (case D, Table II). The panels on the left give the statistics
of the shadow zone (0 to 40m), and the panels on the right give the statistics of
the energetic zone (40 to 100m). The range of the scatterer, r, is given in the
top left of each panel. The directional source is a circular piston (ka¼ 37.06)
with a narrow beam (5 3dB beam width) and the scatterer response is a con-
stant. Kullback-Leibler distances comparing model predictions with the expo-
nential distribution, dKL, are given in the top right corner of each panel.
FIG. 9. (Color online) Predicted echo PDFs associated with a 3 kHz omni-
directional source at a depth of 50m ensonifying a single spherical Rayleigh
scatterer of various radii, rv. The scatterer is randomly located in depth at a
range of 1000m in a waveguide with a constant SSP (case B, Table II). The
top panel is the echo PDF of a delta-function scatterer with the same param-
eters for comparison. Kullback-Leibler distances comparing model predic-
tions with the exponential distribution, dKLexp, and the Rayleigh
distribution, dKLray, are given in the bottom left corner of each panel.
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ocean environment and the corresponding effects on the echo
statistics, random fields of IW-induced sound-speed perturba-
tions are simulated (e.g., Fig. 1, right panel). IW fields are cho-
sen because the simulation tools are well established54 and the
acoustical effects of these waves have been well studied.23,24,57
Here we focus on the cases of both a single scatterer and multi-
ple scatterers ensonified by a directional sonar beam.
Stochastic sound-speed structure is important in this
context, as it leads to additional signal randomization
(stochastic multipath) beyond that caused by randomizing
the depth of the scatterer. Additionally, the sound-speed
structure causes forward scattering into the shadow
zone58–60 as demonstrated [Figs. 5(c) and 5(d)]. In Fig. 5(d)
the coherent beam illustrated in Fig. 5(c) fractures into many
micropaths, increasing randomization and inducing interfer-
ence. In addition, Fig. 5(d) shows an increased ensonification
of the shadow zone relative to Fig. 5(c).
A. Single scatterer in an elevation-dependent beam
pattern
In this simulation, echo envelope PDFs for a single scat-
terer in a directional BP were calculated from 3000 random
realizations of the two-way PE model, each of which
included a random realization of the IW field and a scatterer
randomly located in depth (see Table II, case E). The results
were again divided into two cases depending on the location
of the scatterer: Either in the shadow zone (
 40 m) or in the
energetic zone (>40 m). The effects of the stochastic com-
ponent of the waveguide (Fig. 10) can be seen by comparing
with the deterministic case (Fig. 8). For scatterers solely dis-
tributed in the shadow zone the tails of the echo distributions
are highly elevated above both the Rayleigh and exponential
distributions at all ranges from 500m to 9.5 km. The primary
difference between this case and the deterministic case is
that the tail is consistently elevated out to higher amplitudes
in the stochastic case. This is most likely due to the strong
leakage of energy into the shadow zone. In the energetic
zone the envelope of the outgoing pressure field is Rayleigh
or near-Rayleigh-distributed at ranges 3:5 km (dKL 
 2:18
102—figures not shown). The effect of this is seen in the
echo PDFs, where the tails match the exponential distribu-
tion at all ranges 3500 m (Fig. 10). Furthermore, the
Kullback-Leibler distance decreases at each consecutive
range step that was simulated reducing from 3:53 102 at
500m to 3:01 102 at 9500m.
B. Multiple scatterers in an elevation-dependent beam
pattern
Next, simulations were conducted to investigate the
effects of first-order scattering by multiple scatterers. Here,
“first-order” refers to the scattering of acoustic waves directly
from the source without interference from other scatterers. The
model setup in Sec. VA was applied with N scatterers distrib-
uted randomly in the vertical plane that contains the main axis
of the sonar and within the energetic zone (40 to 100m) at a
range of 10 km. The echo envelope PDFs were calculated for
N ¼ 1; 2; 3; and 10 (Fig. 11). For N ¼ 1, the echo envelope
PDF is exponential as before. However, it is evident that the
PDF is trending toward a Rayleigh with increasing N. At this
range with a saturated incident field at each scatterer, each
scatterer produces an independent contribution to the echo,
leading to a complex Gaussian distribution of echoes for large
N by the CLT (e.g., see Goodman).61
VI. SIMULATIONS OF ECHOES FROM SINGLE AND
MULTIPLE SCATTERERS IN ATHIN LAYERWITHIN A
RANDOMWAVEGUIDE
In order to address a more realistic scenario, simulations
were conducted with a directional source located at 10m
depth and scatterers located randomly within a 10m thick
layer (simulating biologic scatterers which are often strati-
fied in thin horizontal layers in the ocean). Of particular
interest is the degree to which the echo magnitude PDFs are
non-Rayleigh and how the BP and scattering response affect
these statistics. Two cases, with N scatterers randomly
FIG. 10. (Color online) Predicted echo PDFs associated with a 3 kHz direc-
tional source at a depth of 50m ensonifying a single scatterer located azimu-
thally on axis and randomly in depth at various ranges in a random
waveguide (case E, Table II). The panels on the left give the statistics of the
shadow zone (0 to 40m), and the panels on the right give the statistics of the
energetic zone (40 to 100m). The range of the scatterer, r, is given in the
top left of each panel. The directional source is a circular piston (ka¼ 37.06)
with a narrow beam (5 3 dB beam width) and the scatterer response is a
constant. Kullback-Leibler distances comparing model predictions with the
exponential distribution, dKL, are given in the top right corner of each panel.
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located in depth within a thin layer, were investigated: A
shallow layer in the thermocline from 10 to 20m depth and a
deep layer near the bottom from 85 to 95m depth (see hori-
zontal white lines on Fig. 12). The number of scatterers was
also varied with N ¼ 1; 2; 5; and 10.
Calculations of unperturbed and perturbed transmission
loss for this more realistic directional source depth are
illustrated (Fig. 12). It is evident that the shadow zone in the
upper ocean is significantly reduced relative to the case
shown in Fig. 5(c). However, the acoustic beam is much
more collimated, giving rise to shadow zones horizontally-
spaced between the paths of the acoustic beam. The two
layers in which the scatterers are located in this analysis are
each below the shallow shadow zone. Two range-dependent
effects are observed. First, a periodic effect is observed in
the echo statistics that corresponds to the scatterer location
passing in and out of the energetic beam with range. Second,
a trend toward saturation can be seen with an increase in
range.
A. Single scatterer in an elevation-dependent BP
In order to quantify the range dependence of the echo
characteristics, the SI was chosen as a good measure of the
degree to which echo statistics approach a saturated state.
The SI is a particularly useful measure in this context, as it is
most sensitive to the high amplitude portion of the intensity
PDF of a signal. Given a known amplitude distribution, SI
can be determined using a multipath interference model,41 as
detailed in Appendix B. For example, in the case in which a
single scatterer in a random waveguide is ensonified by a
directional source the signal reaches saturation for both the
forward problem (one-way propagation) and the backscat-
tered field at the receiver corresponding to SI ¼ 1 and 5,
respectively (Fig. 13).
Two scattering layers in a 100m deep waveguide
(10–20 and 85–95m), ensonified by a shallow directional
source, are considered separately (see Table II, case F). Two
FIG. 12. Predicted transmission loss from a 3 kHz directional source located
at 10m depth. The top panel is a range independent waveguide with a Munk
SSP, while the bottom panel is a range-dependent waveguide with a Munk
SSP perturbed by diffuse IWs. The directional source is a circular piston
(ka¼ 37.06) with a narrow beam (5 3 dB beam width). Pairs of white
lines in the lower panel represent the boundaries of two layers used in the
analysis: A shallow layer (10–20m) and a deep layer (85–95m). Arrows in
the lower panel depict energetic zones (top two arrows) and shadow zones
(bottom two arrows) within the layer analyzed.
FIG. 11. (Color online) Predicted echo PDFs associated with a 3 kHz direc-
tional source at a depth of 50m ensonifying various numbers of scatterers in
a random waveguide. The scatterers are located azimuthally on axis and ran-
domly in depth in the energetic zone (40–100m depth) at a range of 10 km
(case E, Table II). The directional source is a circular piston (ka¼ 37.06)
with a narrow beam (5 3 dB beam width). The number of scatterers, N, is
given in the top right of each panel. The scatterers are at a range of 10 km in
all cases and have a constant scattering response.
FIG. 13. (Color online) Predicted normalized intensity variance (SI) associ-
ated with a 3 kHz directional source at 10m depth ensonifying a single scat-
terer randomly located azimuthally on axis in a thin layer in a random
waveguide (case F, Table II). The top two panels are for a scatterer in a shal-
low layer between 10 and 20m depth, while the bottom two panels are for a
scatterer in a deep layer between 85 and 95m depth. The left two panels
give the SI of the pressure field at the scatterer’s random location, while the
right two panels give the SI of the echoes at the receiver. The horizontal
lines are the theoretical SI for a phase saturated pressure field (SI¼ 1 for the
case of a Rayleigh distributed pressure magnitude at the scatterer location,
and SI¼ 5 for exponential distributed echo magnitudes at the receiver).
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range-dependent effects seen in the intensity statistics of
both the shallow and deep layers are illustrated (Fig. 13).
First, the SI rapidly decays toward saturation in all cases
(i.e., both shallow and deep layers and both at the target
range and at the receiver). This trend toward saturation is in
agreement with the results seen in Sec. VA where the trend
toward saturation is largely driven by the increased random-
ness of the field with range due to the IW perturbations of
the sound speed.
The second effect is that the SI shows a quasi-
oscillating range structure that is dependent on the mean
structure of the beam. That is, at ranges where the beam is
weak in the layer (e.g., see Fig. 12, upward pointing arrows)
SI is large and where the beam is strong in the layer (e.g.,
see Fig. 12, downward pointing arrows) SI is small. The
peaks in the saturation index at short ranges can be largely
attributed to the fact that the SI is normalized by the mean
which has a tendency to elevate the SI in regions of very low
pressure values. An analysis of the energetic region is more
illuminating. In all cases the SI begins slightly to well below
saturation (i.e., in an unsaturated state) and rises to or above
saturation (i.e., a partially saturated state) before tending
toward saturation.
In comparing the shallow and deep water cases it
appears that the scattering from the deep layer approaches
saturation at slightly shorter ranges. This is likely due to a
difference in the structure and extent of the energetic zones.
Near the surface the shape of this zone is influenced solely
by the downward refracting SSP; whereas near the bottom
there is a combination of effects due to both refraction
within the water column and reflection from the bottom.
B. Scatterer(s) in a 2D directional BP
1. Single scatterer
In this section a final degree of complexity is added to
the simulations: An azimuthally-dependent BP (see Table II,
case G). A single scatterer, randomly located in the beam
within a shallow layer (10–20m) is first considered. Within
these layers, the results are divided into energetic and non-
energetic (shadow zone) regions, horizontally, as denoted by
the arrows (Fig. 12).
Echo magnitude PDFs were generated for various
ranges from 1 to 9.125 km. These results were compared
with the PS calculation utilizing Eq. (16). Two parame-
ters were adjusted to account for waveguide propagation
effects: The range in DE of the BP and the amplitude
of the scattering response. The random scatterer location
in the beam is limited in DE, Hel, to a range of angles
centered on the main lobe, while the azimuthal angle,
Haz, is given the full range within the half-space (i.e.,
the main lobe and all side lobes). Limiting the angle of
DE represents the loss of acoustic energy that is highly
attenuated by interaction with the bottom. Several ranges
of DE were examined: The full beam (6p=2 radians),
the main lobe and first side lobe, on axis (60 radians),
and a portion of the main lobe. Agreement with PE cal-
culations was best when the angle of DE was limited to
the angle where the source BP value first decreases to
the amplitude of the highest side lobe, 6hel;SL. The
waveguide-scatterer response, !n, is drawn from the
square of a zero-mean complex Gaussian random vari-
able (with a modulus that is exponentially distributed).
This accounts for the squaring effect of the waveguide
described in Sec. II C for a single scatterer in a saturated
pressure field.
The PS PDFs are shown to be a very good estimate of
the PE predictions at all ranges when the scatterer is located
within the energetic zone and at long ranges for cases where
the scatterer is located in the less energetic zone (Fig. 14).
At short ranges, where the acoustic beam is very weak in the
layer, the PS does not model the PDF well since the field is
not saturated. However, as the layer becomes more uni-
formly ensonified with range, due to forward scattering by
IWs, the PS predicts the PDF well (dKL ¼ 3:82 103 at
9.125 km).
FIG. 14. (Color online) Predicted echo PDFs associated with a 3 kHz direc-
tional source at a depth of 10m ensonifying a single scatterer randomly
located within the full 180 BP, azimuthally, and in a shallow thin layer ver-
tically (10–20m), in a random waveguide (case G, Table II). The panels on
the left give the statistics associated with the convergence zones and the
panels on the right give the statistics of the shadow zones. The range of the
scatterer, r, is given in the top right of each panel. The directional source is
a circular piston (ka¼ 37.06) with a narrow beam (5 3 dB beam width)
and the scatterer response is a constant. Kullback-Leibler distances compar-
ing PE predictions with phasor sum predictions, dKL, are given in the top
right corner of each panel.
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2. Multiple scatterers
The simulation parameters in Sec. VIB 1 were applied at
a single range for multiple scatterers assumed to have equal
and fixed scattering responses. A range of 5.25 km was cho-
sen where the echo statistics were determined to be near satu-
ration (N ¼ 1; SI ¼ 5:22). The tails of the predicted
distributions are strongly non-Rayleigh in all cases (Fig. 15).
Notably, in the case of ten scatterers the result is still highly
non-Rayleigh with a significantly elevated tail. Comparing
the PE results with the PS shows excellent agreement for low
values of N (N 
 5, dKL 
 5:35 103) and good agreement
in the tail at all values of N studied. Comparisons were also
made with the K distribution using the method of moments to
estimate the shape parameter.45 In all cases the physics-based
PS method, not the K distribution, is a better fit to the PE
results.
The echo envelope distribution in the limit of many
scatterers was determined by calculating the statistics for the
case of N ¼ 1000 using the PS method. In this case the dis-
tribution of echo envelopes approaches a Rayleigh distribu-
tion (dKL ¼ 1:87 103—figure not shown).
C. Extended, finite-sized Rayleigh scatterers
The effects of including a scatterer with a realistic
scattering response and dimensions were investigated (see
Table II, case H) by simulating a Rayleigh scatterer of
finite extent with a patch of 10 point scatterers located
closely in space within a sphere with a 2.5 m radius.
Predictions in Sec. IVD suggest that this geometry pro-
vides a spatial extent sufficient to induce a Rayleigh-like
scattering response [Fig. 9 (bottom two panels)]. In all
cases, for N ranging from 1 to 10, the PDFs of the echo
FIG. 15. (Color online) Predicted echo PDFs associated with a 3 kHz direc-
tional source at a depth of 10m ensonifying various numbers of scatterers
with a constant scattering response. The scatterers are located within the
full 180 BP, azimuthally, and in a shallow thin layer vertically (10–20m),
at a range of 5250m in a random waveguide (case G, Table II). The direc-
tional source is a circular piston (ka¼ 37.06) with a narrow beam (5 3 dB
beam width). The number of scatterers, N, is given in the top right of each
panel. Kullback-Leibler distances comparing PE predictions with phasor
sum predictions, dKL;phasor, and the K distribution, dKL;Kdist, are given in the
top right corner of each panel.
FIG. 16. (Color online) Predicted echo PDFs associated with a 3kHz directional
source at a depth of 10m ensonifying various numbers of extended Rayleigh
scatterers. The scatterers are located within the full 180 BP, azimuthally, and in
a thin layer, vertically, at a range of 5250m in a random oceanic waveguide
(case H, Table II). The directional source is a circular piston (ka¼ 37.06) with a
narrow beam (5 3dB beam width). The number of scatterers, N, is given in
the top right of each panel. Kullback-Leibler distances comparing PE predictions
with the waveguide-modified Chu-Stanton theory, dKL;theory, and the K distribu-
tion, dKL;Kdist, are given in the top right corner of each panel.
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magnitudes are strongly non-Rayleigh (Fig. 16). The trend
of the PDFs with increasing N is, for both the low and high
amplitude ends of the PDF, to decrease toward a Rayleigh
distribution. Comparisons are made with the analytical
form of the Chu-Stanton theory modified to include wave-
guide effects (Sec. II D) as well as the mathematically
equivalent numerical PS.
In these calculations the angles of DE of the scatterers,
Hel, are limited to 6hel;SL as in the comparisons with the
delta-function scatterers. However, the scattering amplitude,
!n, is drawn from a zero-mean complex Gaussian distribu-
tion (with a modulus that is Rayleigh distributed) to model
the scattering response of large, extended Rayleigh scatterers
in a waveguide (see Sec. IVD). There is good agreement in
all cases (dKL 
 3:83 102). In the case of N ¼ 10, there
is not as good agreement in the tail of the PDF; however, the
theory still performs similarly or better than the K distribu-
tion in all cases.
Calculations using the PS method were also made to
investigate the echo envelope statistics in the limit of many
scatterers. In this case of N ¼ 1000 the distribution of echo
envelopes approaches a Rayleigh distribution (dKL ¼ 2:38
103—figure not shown).
Fits of the K distribution to the simulations show that
the shape parameter, ak, often used as a proxy for the num-
ber of scatterers in a sonar resolution cell,31,39,40,62 does not
follow a one-to-one relationship with the effective number
of scatterers, Neff (Fig. 17). This effective number of scatter-
ers is the product of the total number of scatterers in the half
space and the fractional width of the BP. Although ak shows
a linear relationship with N there is a significant offset from
the origin at N ¼ 0 suggesting more information is needed
than just the number of scatterers to predict a K distribution
that fits the echo envelopes.
VII. DISCUSSION
Echo statistics for a monostatic, single frequency sonar
system have been studied in terms of the characteristics of
the sonar system, the waveguide, and properties of the scat-
terers. Each of these components significantly affects the
statistics and their separate contributions are summarized
below.
A. Effects of a deterministic waveguide
In a deterministic waveguide, a statistical distribution of
echo envelopes can result from a random spatial distribution
of scatterers in the water column. Of critical importance is
how the random placement of scatterers coincides with the
acoustic interference pattern and/or shadow zones of the
forward-propagated field, the characteristics of which are
determined by boundary interactions, refraction, and the
directionality of the source. In the case where there is no
shadow zone and the interference pattern is the result of
many multipaths, such as a result from an omnidirectional
source or weakly refracting SSP, the envelope PDF of the
one-way pressure-field will trend toward a Rayleigh with
echo envelopes that, for a single scatterer, trend toward an
exponential PDF. Factors which reduce this trend by inhibi-
ting multipath interference include large bottom attenuation,
strongly refracting profiles, and a strongly directional
source.
There are two salient observations from these results.
First, a strong deterministic multipath can produce a
complex-Gaussian distributed pressure field (i.e., a
Rayleigh-distributed envelope after one-way propagation)
when sampled randomly in space at a fixed range. This result
is statistically equivalent to a saturated pressure field associ-
ated with a stochastic process. Second, the PDF of echo
envelopes (after two-way propagation) for a single scatterer
randomly located in a Rayleigh-distributed forward field
trends not toward a Rayleigh distribution, but toward an
exponential due to squaring effect of the (frozen) waveguide.
We believe this latter result has not been previously
described in the literature.
B. Effects of a random waveguide for one or more
scatterers
Adding IW-induced sound-speed perturbations enhances
multipath interference and increases ensonification of the
shadow zones. Both of these effects increase the trend to-
ward Rayleigh statistics (saturation) for one-way propaga-
tion. The effect of enhanced multipath on the statistics of the
echoes after two-way propagation is best illustrated by com-
paring Figs. 8 and 10 (right panels). For a directional acous-
tic source in a strongly refracting environment, the addition
of IW-induced sound-speed fluctuations (case E) causes a
trend toward exponentially distributed echo envelopes for a
randomly located scatterer (N ¼ 1) in the energetic region of
the waveguide (Fig. 10). This is not seen in the case of a
range-independent sound-speed field (case D, Fig. 8) which
shows very little range dependence beyond 3.5 km. While
the channeling of acoustic energy away from the boundaries
FIG. 17. K distribution shape parameter, ak , as a function of the number of
scatterers ensonified by a directional beam in a shallow water oceanic wave-
guide. The simulation is the same as that described in the Fig. 16 (case H,
Table II). The black asterisks are the best fit shape parameter versus the
number of scatterers located in the half-space. The solid line is a linear fit to
the data. The dashed line is ak equal to the average number of scatterers per
main lobe (5 3 dB beam width).
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may limit deterministic multipath formation, and thus inter-
ference, the presence of stochastic sound-speed structure
may induce sufficient multipath interference to drive the
acoustic field to saturation at relatively short ranges.
The combined effect of reduced shadow zones and
increasing multipath is seen in the case of thin layers of
scatterers ensonified by a shallow source in a stochastic
waveguide (case F). At short ranges, the SI is strongly
range-dependent (Fig. 13), driven by the location of the scat-
terers with respect to the alternating energetic and shadow
regions. These regions are generally deterministic and are
formed by the refraction of the narrow acoustic beam as it is
influenced by the mean SSP. However, forward scattering by
IWs increasingly scatterers energy into the shadow zone
with range (Fig. 12) and the SI converges on saturation
values both for the one-way path (SI ¼ 1) and for the echoes
at the receiver (SI ¼ 5).
Diffuse IWs are just one source of random fluctuation in
the ocean. Other stochastic processes include eddies and
associated filaments, nonlinear IWs, and spice (i.e., density
compensated thermohaline structure). It is expected that
other stochastic waveguide processes such as these would
have statistical similarities to the processes represented in
this study in that they would increase the phase and ampli-
tude variation of the pressure field and, potentially, induce
saturation of the pressure field at even shorter ranges. In gen-
eral, the stochastic components of the waveguide simplify
the prediction of echo envelope distributions for horizontal
looking systems by removing the range dependence of the
waveguide effects at ranges beyond the point where satura-
tion is reached. However, other factors may still contribute a
range-dependent effect on the echo statistics, such as number
of scatterers in the sonar beam which can vary with range.
When multiple, independent scatterers are ensonified by
a vertically directional source in a random waveguide the
echo envelope PDF trends back toward a Rayleigh distribu-
tion (e.g., Fig. 11). Thus, for a saturated or nearly saturated
pressure field at the scatterer, and no azimuthal BP effects,
the echo envelope distribution is bounded by the exponential
distribution for small N and a Rayleigh distribution for large
N. However, while the distributions are clearly approaching
a Rayleigh with increasing N, the echo PDF, even in the case
of ten scatterers, still has a significantly elevated tail with
respect to a Rayleigh PDF. Furthermore, in the case where
the beam is narrow in both DE and azimuth the trend toward
a Rayleigh distribution with increasing N is even more grad-
ual (Fig. 15).
C. Effects of a directional source
The elevation-dependent component of source direction-
ality (in the vertical plane) was shown to slow the progress
toward saturation of the forward field by producing shadow
zones and limiting boundary interactions. The azimuthal
component (in the horizontal plane) was shown to influence
the echo statistics directly by non-uniformly ensonifying
scatterers that are wholly within the energetic zone. This
latter characteristic of the sonar system can lead to non-
exponential echo envelope PDFs for the case of a single
scatterer and non-Rayleigh statistics even for a relative large
number of scatterers located in a saturated forward field. In
this study the effects of the azimuthal component are
explored in the full BP simulations (cases G and H).
The azimuthal component of the BP has the strong and
consistent effect of inducing an elevated, high-amplitude
“tail” to the echo-envelope distribution for scatterers located
at all ranges (illustrated by the full BP cases G and H).
Importantly, the combination of a directional sonar beam
and a single delta-function scatterer (N ¼ 1), located in a
randomized waveguide, produces a highly non-exponential
(and non-Rayleigh) echo PDF (Fig. 14). Note, though, that
out-of-plane scattering has been ignored in these simula-
tions. It is expected that strong horizontal variations in the
SSP would lessen the effect of the azimuthal BP component.
D. Extended scatterers with a variable scattering
response (Rayleigh scatterer) in a waveguide
Much of the focus of this study has been on scatterers
with fixed responses; however, in nature the scattering
response is often variable. One commonly observed response
is a complex Gaussian distribution which arises from a patch
of many scatterers, with similar scattering amplitudes and
random phase, contributing to a single echo (e.g., a compact
school of single-sized fish ensonified near swim bladder
resonance). This response induces echo envelopes that are
Rayleigh distributed in the absence of waveguide or BP
effects and leads to the term Rayleigh scatterer to describe
the patch. This study shows that the size of such a patch in a
waveguide determines whether the echo envelopes are non-
Rayleigh distributed (small scatterers) or Rayleigh distrib-
uted (large scattering volumes—before BP effects are
included).
A Rayleigh scatterer in a waveguide with a zero-mean
complex-Gaussian pressure field (statistically equivalent to a
saturated environment) is examined in case B. While an
infinitesimally small Rayleigh scatterer (i.e., a point scatterer
with a complex Gaussian response) in a waveguide has a
highly non-Rayleigh echo envelope distribution, the echo
from an extended Rayleigh scatterer of this nature has an
increasingly Rayleigh-like distribution with increasing patch
size (Fig. 9). This result is further validated in case H, where
an extended Rayleigh scatterer is modeled in the saturated
pressure field of a random waveguide giving predictable
results (Fig. 16).
The reason for this dependency on the scatterer size,
shown mathematically in Sec. II E, is related to the relative
size of the patch with respect to the distance at which the
one-way pressure field becomes uncorrelated. For a very
small scatterer the amplitude of the entire scattering volume
is modulated by the waveguide response, which is exponen-
tially distributed. However, in the limit of a large patch size,
different regions of the scattering volume are modulated
independently, further randomizing the contribution from
various regions of the scattering volume. Following the CLT
then, the summation of the contributions from various
regions of scattering volume results in echo envelopes that
are Rayleigh distributed. In practice, the ensonified volume
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that contributes to a single echo is dependent on the sonar
source and receiver beam widths and the source waveform.
This dependence on the size of the scattering volume is only
expected while the scatterer is smaller than the spatial reso-
lution of the sonar system.
These results have important implications for modeling
compact aggregations of scatterers in the water column. It is
important to model an extended, finite-size Rayleigh scat-
terer with a representative spatial extent rather than by a sin-
gle point scatterer with a non-uniform scattering response
(e.g., the Rayleigh, point target in Fig. 9) as the echo statis-
tics of the two cases can be significantly different.
E. Model comparisons
A key result of this analysis is that the echo statistics of
a collection of isotropic scatterers in a complex oceanic
environment may be modeled in some cases with a fairly
simple and computationally efficient model such as the PS
method described in Sec. III C. The requirements are that the
scatterers are located in an energetic zone of the waveguide
and at a range where the one-way pressure field is saturated.
Knowledge then is required of the BP, the number of scatter-
ers in the beam at a given range, and the scattering response
(e.g., constant or complex Gaussian).
In nearly all cases studied, both the Chu-Stanton theory
and the mathematically equivalent PS method outperformed
the K distribution in predicting echo statistics from water
column scatterers in a shallow waveguide (Figs. 15 and 16).
Furthermore, it is shown that in the case of N scatterers ran-
domly distributed in a directional beam, the shape parameter
of a K distribution that most closely fits the data cannot be
predicted solely from the number of ensonified scatterers
(Fig. 17).
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, the degree to which echo statistics are
non-Rayleigh has been quantified in terms of a range and a
combination of properties of the waveguide, sonar system,
and scatterers. Parameters shown to strongly influence the
echo PDFs are randomness of the waveguide, directionality
of the sonar beam, and properties of the scatterer including
the number present, scattering response, and spatial extent.
Key combinations of these various properties and the result-
ing echo PDFs are summarized in Table III. Quantification
of these dependencies represent advancements through real-
istic modeling of the spatially coherent, random waveguide
properties, BP effects, and spatial extents of aggregations of
scatterers.
Several models of varying complexity were used in the
analysis. While the two-way PE model incorporating realis-
tic IW fields was the most rigorous, it also required signifi-
cant computational time. A simple PS method was shown to
be very effective and efficient over a range of important con-
ditions. Finally, the PS method and Chu-Stanton theory were
shown to outperform the K-distribution in cases involving a
directional BP.
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APPENDIX A: GENERATION AND COMPARATIVE
ANALYSIS OF PDFS OF ECHO ENVELOPES
Statistical ensembles were generated by the Monte
Carlo method with an ensemble size of at least 1000 realiza-
tions in all cases which was shown to produce good results
TABLE III. Predicted echo envelope PDFs for various cases of a monostatic sonar system with N scatterers positioned randomly in the saturated pressure field
of a waveguide.
Without beam pattern effects
N Scatterer response Spatial extent PDF
1 delta point exponential
1 Rayleigh point product PDFa
1 Rayleigh extended Rayleigh (in limit of large spatial extent)
With beam pattern effects
N Scattering response Scatterer spatial extent Elevation-dependent BP Azimuthally dependent BPb PDF
1 delta point yes no exponential
1 delta point yes no approaches Rayleigh O (N  10)
1 delta point yes yes highly elevated tailc
1 delta point yes yes approaches Rayleigh O (N  1000)
1 Rayleigh extended yes yes highly elevated tailc
1 Rayleigh extended yes yes approaches Rayleigh O (N  1000)
aPDF associated with the product of an exponentially distributed random variable and a Rayleigh distributed random variable.
bNo out-of-plane scattering considered.
cDistribution with high-amplitude portion elevated above Rayleigh and exponential distributions.
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for the two-way PE model in validation against theory (see
Sec. III E). PDFs were generated from histograms of enve-
lopes normalized by the rms echo amplitude of the ensem-
ble. A subtle consequence of this normalization process is
that the single-parameter Rayleigh distribution, with a pa-
rameter that is directly related to the rms value, will have a
fixed probability distribution (i.e., no free parameters) when
normalized. In contrast the exponential distribution, which
has a single parameter representing the mean of the distribu-
tion, will vary from normalization to normalization.
Two statistical methods were used in this paper to com-
pare PDFs, the Lilliefors test and the Kullback-Leibler dis-
tance. The Lilliefors test is a goodness-of-fit test used to
determine if a given distribution comes from a specific distri-
bution in the normal family.63,64 The two primary distribu-
tions of interest in this study are the Rayleigh distribution
and the exponential distribution. The Lilliefors test is used to
test goodness-of-fit for the exponential distribution directly.
For the Rayleigh distribution, which arises when the modu-
lus is taken of a zero-mean Gaussian random variable, the
Lilliefors test is applied independently to the real and imagi-
nary parts of the complex pressure before taking the enve-
lope. These results are presented as p-values for both the real
and imaginary parts of the complex random variable (e.g.,
preal=pimag: ¼ 0:8=0:9) represents the p-value of 0.8 for the
real portion and 0.9 for the imaginary portion for the good-
ness-of-fit to a Gaussian distribution. In this case the high p
values would indicate that the distribution is Rayleigh dis-
tributed. The Kullback-Leibler distance provides a statistical
measure of the difference between two distributions.65 This
measure is given as
dKL ¼
X
i
p1ðxiÞlog
p1ðxiÞ
p2ðxiÞ
 
(A1)
where the probabilities p1ðÞ and p2ðÞ can represent either a
model prediction and a theoretical distribution or two model
predictions. This measure emphasizes the mismatch between
the high amplitude, low probability tails of the distributions.46
APPENDIX B: CHARACTERIZATION OF ECHOES
USING SCINTILLATION INDEX
The SI is the normalized intensity variance of the ran-
domly sampled intensity, I, given as
SI ¼ hI
2i
hIi2  1: (B1)
It is known that the SI of a fully saturated (i.e., complex
Gaussian) pressure field is 1;66 however, the SI may also be
used to analyze the statistics of echoes measured at a
receiver. Given a narrowband signal in a strong multipath
environment, the pressure at a random position and given
time can be described by the sum of the contributions from k
individual paths, Pð~R; tÞ ¼PkAkeiUk , with amplitude Ak
and phase Uk. It has been shown
41 that, when hU2i  1,
Eq. (B1) can be expressed in terms of the individual path
amplitude, A, as
SI ¼ 1þ 1
N
hA4i
hA2i2  2
 !
: (B2)
For the case of a backscattered signal from multiple scatter-
ers, the contribution at the receiver from each scatterer can
be treated as a separate path. It is seen in this study that, for
the case of a single scatterer (N ¼ 1) in a saturated pressure
field, the echo magnitude statistics at the receiver have an
exponential distribution. Given then that the nth moment of
the echo amplitude is described by hAni ¼ n!hAin, substitut-
ing into Eq. (B2) gives
SI ¼ 1þ 4=N: (B3)
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